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Leveraging One of Mobility’s
Best Solutions for Business

As cities and their central business districts
become increasingly dense, the companies
within them are finding that traditional single
occupancy vehicle (SOV) commuting is no
longer working well for their employees.
Staff who drive to work are having to battle
stressful and time-consuming traffic
congestion, and it’s creating a lot of problems.
These workers are not only less productive
when they reach the office, but they are also
more inclined to seek a job elsewhere to spare
themselves the stressful commute.
The toll commuting takes on workers is well
documented. Scientific American reported the
findings of economists Bruno S. Frey and Alois
Stutzer: “They concluded that for every minute
longer a worker spends getting to work he will
be less satisfied with his life. In a 2004 report,
the two researchers calculated that Germans
who commuted two hours a day were so
much more dissatisfied than those with the
average commute of 40 minutes that it would
take a 40 percent raise in pay to make up for
the disgruntledness.”
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Fast forward to 2019, and this trait is still
echoed across workplaces. The most recent
Household, Income and Labour Dynamics in
Australia Survey reveals that long-distance
commuters reported a higher likelihood of
leaving or losing their jobs within the next
year and that they are also more likely to have
searched for another position within just the
past month.

“...long-distance commuters
reported a higher likelihood of
leaving or losing their jobs within
the next year...”
Fortunately, adaptive organizations are
now starting to embrace carpooling as a
competitive advantage. Corporate carpooling
programs can increase employee retention,
improve job satisfaction, increase productivity
and also improve on-site parking problems.
The key is implementing a system that meets
the unique needs of the organization and
makes carpooling a smooth, stress-free
experience for participating staff.
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Finding the Right Fit:
The Liftango Difference

Carpooling concepts have been around for a
while. However, the rise of smart technologies
has made it so that modern implementations
can be more efficient and responsive to the
needs of institutions and their commuters.
Exclusive Networks
Many of the more traditional carpooling
models have characteristics that are
disadvantageous for users. It’s common for
their matching systems to be an open, public
network of users, meaning that people can
get matched with strangers - carpoolers
from other companies, universities, or other
organizations. Not only does this deprive
institutions of the chance to provide users with
a branded experience, but it also compromises
efficiency by introducing multiple destinations.

No Cost to Users
It’s typical for carpooling programs to use
some variation of a cost-sharing model with
their users. This method usually takes the
form of charging users per ride, per mile
shared or a flat subscription fee.
However, when a carpooling program starts at
an organization, the user charge model may
slow and/or reduce uptake. To encourage
more shared trips, Liftango’s model doesn’t
charge its users.
Comprehensive Problem-Solving
via Integration
While just carpooling can do a lot for an
organization, it can’t solve every problem
related to satisfying commuters. This is why
Liftango takes a 3-tier approach to shared
mobility; carpool, on-demand buses (if
required), and smart parking integrations.

“At Liftango, we’ve built our system to provide organizations with their own exclusive
networks...staff who carpool are only matched with their fellow colleagues
(or students, etc.), creating a more comfortable and convenient experience...”
At Liftango, we’ve built our system to provide
organizations with their own exclusive
networks. This system means that staff who
carpool are only matched with their fellow
colleagues (or students, etc.), creating a more
comfortable and convenient experience where
people know each other and are all going to
the same place.
Dynamic Ride-Matching
Quite a few old-school carpooling programs
have the drawback of being too rigid where
routes and groups are set in stone. The result
is a routine that can’t adapt to the needs of
users within the network.
By contrast, the dynamic ride-matching
employed by Liftango gets the best results by
connecting carpoolers in response to real-time
demand. Such a flexible system has the extra
perk of allowing more users to mingle, helping
to build new relationships within organizations.
Merely sharing a ride can spark new ideas,
greater collaboration and a stronger
sense of community.
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Making our carpool program work in tandem
with a smart parking integration can help to
solve issues with on-site parking capacity
and reduce additional spending on unwanted
parking infrastructure. Our offerings include
guaranteed parking for carpoolers, as well as

“Such a flexible system has the
extra perk of allowing more users
to mingle, helping to build new
relationships within organizations.”
the possibility of dynamic pricing or validated
discounted entry within your existing parking
facilities. These capabilities supersede
traditional incentives, creating rapid uptake of
new carpool program participants.
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The Process Behind a
Successful Carpooling Launch

Finding the right partner is just the first step
toward kickstarting an effective and engaging
carpooling program. The endeavour is an
entire process, one that consists of
key tasks like:
•

Identifying and communicating unique
pain points for your commuters

•

Establishing and promoting the right
incentives for uptake

•

Rewarding participation through
gamification

•

Finding and cultivating internal advocates
for the program

•

Striking a balance between rider requests
and drivers
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Of course, much more goes into building
and implementing carpooling within an
organization. To help you along, we’ve
created a full checklist that will allow you to
ensure you’re addressing all the necessities
and seizing opportunities to maximise your
program’s achievements.
Download our ‘Designing a Carpool Program
that gets Top Results: Your Complete
Checklist’ paper at https://liftango.com/
designing-a-carpool-program/ to find your
path to carpooling success.

